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Bullet Points – 04.2003
An assortment of bite-size bits of competitor info.

Our Competitors Name-Drop The Food Network and HGTV
Michael Chiarello, a celebrity chef frequently seen on Scripps’ Food Network, appeared on HSN to sell his
cookbook and a condiments set…both centered around Napa style cooking.
HSN shot some custom B-roll of host Callie Northagen interviewing Chiarello at a Napa Valley vineyard.

(Note the caption in the screen graphic above. Either someone at HSN misspelled “Chef”, or Chiarello has
received an honorary title from an Indian tribe.)

HSN cookware vendor Art Krull also made a Food Network reference during presentation of a cookware Today’s
Special. While spotlighting a pan included in this 19-piece set, he said –
“Have you watched that Food Network stuff? This is the pan they pour out of.”

Click to play video of this Food Network reference on HSN – 20 sec.

HSN host Shannon Smith made a reference to Scripps’ HGTV. While presenting a bedding décor set in light
Spring pastels, she said – “All I did this last weekend was watch the decorating shows on Home & Garden.
These are the number one colors in decorating right now.”

Click to play video of Shannon’s Home & Garden TV reference on HSN – 10 sec.
__________________________________________________________
Rebecca Kolls is perhaps best known as the host of Rebecca’s Garden, a weekend gardening show carried on
Scripps’ HGTV. Since March of 2001, Kolls has appeared as a vendor rep and show co-host on ShopNBC.
Due to it’s repeated appearances on the ShopNBC schedule, Home Living with Rebecca Kolls is apparently
successful.

Click to play Home Living with Rebecca Kolls on ShopNBC – 1 hr.

An Aerobed Knock-Off on HSN
We have seen repeated successful presentations of the instant Aerobed on QVC (as well as in infomercials,
catalogues, and magazine ads.)
During bedroom compilation shows, which included other real mattresses and bed linens, HSN sold out 6,000 of
these Aerobed knock-offs by Wenzel at a more attractive price on February 8th.

Click to play an Insta-Bed presentation on HSN – 11 min.

HSN Knocks-Off Pillows Too
You may have seen those pricey (approx. $100) Tempur-Pedic pillows made from the same patented memory
foam used to make the Tempur-Pedic mattress. Press your hand down into the foam and it leaves an impression
for a short while.
HSN found a knock-off version, shown below left. The foam doesn’t hold an impression for nearly as long as a
Tempur-Pedic pillow, but the price is a lot better. HSN sold 2,000 just from a 45-second presentation on March
28th. (That’s better than $55,900 per minute!)
QVC then introduced their own memory foam pillow earlier this week, shown below right.

HSN Candor About Diet Product Limitations
The performance of the Carnitine-based weight loss Today’s Special shown below was remarkable for HSN.
66,000 bottles of this weight-loss supplement from Dr. Andrew Lessman sold out, earning between $1.6 million
and $2.9 million (depending on the mix of the differently priced size options.)
What made this presentation more remarkable was Dr. Lessman’s statement that using his product would not
help you lose weight, unless you also made changes in your diet and your physical activity level. He contrasted
his candor about this fact against the more common sales pitches for diet products that promise weight loss
without diet or exercise.

QVC Shoots More Multi-Use Footage
Yet another example of QVC B-roll used twice…once for presentation of the gloves, and again for the handbag a
few weeks later.

Quick Costume Changes for a Jewelry Show
During a 2-hour jewelry show, this one HSN model shown below changed into 3 different blouses…probably to
offer visual variety, as well as showing the potential color coordination possible with the gemstones presented.

A Mouth-Watering Impulse Buy
Our competitors do a great job in shooting attractive close-ups whenever they sell food…particularly when they
sell steak packages. (Some HSN and QVC samples are shown below.) During presentation of a steak package
TSV, QVC host Dave Venable took an on-air caller, and asked her – “Why did you order our Today’s Special?”
The caller answered – “Because I was hungry!”

Internet Sales Increase
The e-retailing upswing that has defied the sluggishness of other retail sectors shows no sign of letting up, say the
latest numbers from BizRate.com Inc.
The growth is not being driven by any particular category but is strong in several areas, according to the
numbers. For the week ending last Saturday, total e-commerce sales were up 69% to $1.02 billion from $609.2
million for the same week last year. The number of orders for the week reached 8.5 million, up 62% from 5.2
million the year earlier.
Average purchase dollars increased 4% to $120.82. For the year so far, sales are up 44% to $15.1 billion, from
$10.5 billion the year earlier.
Categories with the biggest increases include food and wine, up 169%; gifts and flowers, up 122%; and
electronics, up 99%. On the other end of the spectrum, sales of office supplies through the Internet are down 4%.

QVC and HSN Employees Snack On-Air
When selling food, HSN and QVC will often feed their employees who come on to the set.

Camera pans & close-ups are punctuated with favorable comments and sounds from those being fed.

Even the camera operators are included.

Cross-Selling Food with Jewelry
In the past, we have spotlighted several examples of cross-selling on HSN, in which a product from a completely
different category from the current show is briefly presented.
Here is another example from QVC. Jewelry host Paul Deasy indulges in a flavored cheesecake while presenting
Tanzanite…and talking with his mouth full.

Click to play this Jewelry & Cheesecake segment on QVC – 50 sec.

41% of Americans Buy by Phone
A study by the American Teleservices Association shows that 41% of American consumers made a purchase by
phone in the last year, compared to 45% who did so online.
According to the study, women are more likely to initiate a purchase over the phone (45%) than men (37%), yet
seem almost as likely to purchase online (43% for women compared to 45% for men).

Can You Zumba?
What is Zumba? Zumba is a set off fitness workouts based on the Merengue (a Latin dance that originated in the
Dominican Republic). Offering a set of 4 videos in VHS or DVD formats, QVC sold 4,300 in three 10-minute
presentations, earning $6,400 per minute.

Emphasizing that this workout is essentially dancing, the QVC presentation made it seem fun.

QVC hosts Kim Parrish and Jayne Brown joined in the dance, which amplified the overall party atmosphere the
presentation was trying to create.

Click to play the Zumba workout video presentation on QVC – 10 min.

QVC Host Gets Pushed Around by Vendor
In this case, the pushing around was literal. The vendor was demonstrating EZ Moves Furniture Slides by
pushing a sofa around the set with one hand, while host Dave Venable did the presentation. Since the
introduction of this product, QVC has sold 500,000 furniture slide sets.

These furniture slides are available in 2 versions –
• Temporary pads that you place under furniture or appliance corners for moving, and then remove.
• Permanent feet that make your furniture move with ease, forever.

Click to play an EZ Moves Furniture Slides presentation on QVC – 8 min.

Another 10 Million Go Online
According to the latest interactive study by the Harris Poll, the online population has grown at a modest rate over
the last six months after a pause, which coincided with the bursting of the dot.com bubble.
The 66% of U.S. adults who are now online total 137 million…up from 127 million last Fall.
More than half of this number accesses the Internet from home. Almost a third access it from work.
And, almost one in five go online from a school, library, cyber cafe or other location.
The profile of Internet users still has a bias towards the more affluent, better educated consumers, but the profile
by age is now looking more like a cross section of all adults - up to, but not including, those over 65. Seniors
comprise 16% of all adults, but only 5% of those online.

A Tiffany Lamp for Men
There are styles of Tiffany style lamps sold on HSN and QVC that some would consider far too “feminine” for a
man’s liking. However, there are some designs, like the Mission style lamp shown below that have tempted me.

Apparently, I am not alone in my belief that some Tiffany lamp styles are more appropriate for a man’s room than
others. The lamp shown below sold out in its first presentation in April, and was brought back for yet another
QVC Tiffany-Inspired Lighting show.
The host and the vendor rep specifically talked about the masculine appeal of this design, and how
appropriate it would look in a man’s office or study.

Click to play this 1-minute 30-second segment from a QVC Tiffany Lamp show.
(FYI - Tiffany style lamps from this vendor have been sold on QVC for more than 5 years.)

A Tilt in the Fitness Market Demographic
According to the most recent survey figures from the International Health, Racquet & Sports Club Association,
there are currently approximately 33 million health club members in the U.S.
55% are age 40 or older.

Women Really Like Paul
Among the male hosts at QVC, Paul Deasy is selected most often for jewelry shows. He has developed an
expertise over the years, and is most often the one chosen to travel overseas for the purpose of taping B-roll
commentary from the countries of origin that supply QVC’s gemstones.
Like the other hosts, Deasy hears from on-air callers during his show. However, we have noticed a higher
incidence of his callers who take the liberty of offering personal compliments, saying that he is – “such a
handsome man”, “so attractive”, “I just love listening to your voice”, “always so well-dressed“, etc. We have even
heard flirtatious tones from some of these callers.

Perhaps conscious of this special kind of appeal to his female viewers, QVC tapped Deasy to appear in a
gemstone show promo, in which he plays a heroic Indiana Jones type of character.
Female jewelry hosts succeed through their expertise, plus the enthusiasm of sharing their love of jewelry one-onone with their “girlfriends” in the viewing audience. QVC hosts Paul Deasy and Rick Domeier may illustrate for us
how male jewelry hosts can provide an alternative type of one-on-one relationship dynamic with their viewers.

For a sample Paul Deasy presentation,
click the link at right.

To see the Paul Deasy “Raiders” promo,
click the link at right.

Our Competitors Are Still Not Perfect
In today’s entry for the Our Competitors Are Not Perfect file we see a graphic inserted on the lower right hand
screen, which reads “Show Title or Promotional Countdown”. This is apparently a default text that someone typed
in, expecting that someone else would later type in the actual name of the show coming up next.

From Adrienne to Adrien to Adrienne
Adrienne Neuman was at one time a representative of the Adrien Arpel Company, and in that capacity, authored
three books under the pen name of Adrien Arpel. Although her business association with Adrien Arpel, Inc. has
long ended, people still assume that she is actually Adrien Arpel. HSN has been feeding this misunderstanding
by displaying 30-year old book jackets and ads from those days when Neuman was hired to pose as Arpel.

To additionally maintain this misunderstanding, HSN introduces her only by her first name “Adrienne”, as shown
below right. Her last name is never ever used.

With this history therefore, we were surprised a few months ago when HSN boldly began airing promos in which
Neuman said, “I’m Adrien Arpel, and you’re watching HSN.” In addition, the Adrien Arpel name was used in
on-screen graphics, as shown below.

We were not surprised when new altered versions of that promo began airing a few weeks later, in which HSN
reverted back to screen graphics that employed the correct spelling of Adrienne’s name, shown below, and used
an alternate voice-over, without the Arpel reference.

This gives us a pretty good idea of what happened behind the scenes.

Recent Celebrities on QVC and HSN
Several celebrities have made appearances on QVC and HSN in recent weeks. Al Roker came to QVC to
promote Al Roker’s Big Bad Book of Barbeque.
Former designing woman Dixie Carter came to HSN to serve as spokesperson for Enhance Me, a skin care line
with an emphasis on age defiance.

To see Al Roker’s cookbook on QVC, click the link at right.

To see Dixie Carter’s HSN appearance, click the link at right.

Gavin McLeod, the former Captain Stubing on The Love Boat, came to QVC to praise the benefits of Bee Alive
Royal Jelly.
Home improver Bob Vila appeared on QVC’s Craftsman Workshop to promote his signature subset of tools and
accessories in the Craftsman line.

From their advertising campaign, the Long John Silver’s shrimp mascot appeared in a QVC NASCAR program
promo. (He speaks with a French accent and is a fan of driver Bobby LaBonte).
And, soccer champion Mia Hamm came to QVC to present her set of training videos.

QVC Enlarges a Package Deal
Speaking of Mia Hamm, her 3-video soccer training set may not have a sufficiently high retail price to satisfy her
QVC Buyer. The addition of a soccer ball, and the addition of a 1-year subscription to Sports Illustrated for
Women suggests that these items may have been included in the package deal in order to boost the total per
transaction dollar amount up to $35.

As we are provided opportunities to present low price-point items in many categories that have been successful
on other networks, it may be beneficial for us to consider combining such items with other complimentary
products that would boost the total package price point, rather than simply dismissing all product candidates that
fall under a certain dollar figure.
In addition, we noted that Mia and QVC host Dave Venable took a presentation approach now seen in most
infomercials – having a direct face-to-face conversation about the product rather than both addressing the
camera. (This approach makes the viewer an eavesdropper, rather than the target of a pitch.)

To see a brief excerpt of their conversation, click the link at right.

Still More Celebrities on Competitor Networks
Our competitors continue to follow the pattern of using actresses from the 1970’s, on the back end of their career
arcs as vendor spokespersons. Recent celebrity entries into home shopping include –
Former supermodel and actress Lauren Hutton presented her endorsed line of skin care and cosmetics with an
emphasis on the maturing woman.

Raquel Welch also appeared on HSN to present her line of endorsed jewelry.

Actress Jane Seymour has appeared on ShopNBC several times over the last month, promoting her apparel line.

Click to play Jane Seymour Fashion on ShopNBC – 1 hr.
Former supermodel Cheryl Tiegs is also appearing on ShopNBC, promoting her endorsed skin care and
cosmetics line.

Click to play Cheryl Tiegs Beauty on ShopNBC – 1 hr.

Vanessa Williams is ProActiv on QVC
We have seen Judith Light presenting ProActiv problem skin care solutions on QVC before. This former star of
the TV series Who’s the Boss with Tony Danza (shown below left) was tapped to be the spokesperson for the first
ProActiv infomercial, which led her eventually to QVC.
Last year, we saw a new infomercial in circulation for ProActiv featuring Vanessa Williams, seen below right. And
now, Vanessa Williams is taking most of the turns in presentation of ProActiv on QVC.

The Toughest Bed Tester on QVC
According to QVC, a pregnant woman provides the best test of mattress comfort.

During presentation of an air chamber mattress from Select Comfort, QVC host Dan Wheeler introduced a QVC
employee named Linda by informing us that she was “great with child”. (That Old Testament expression was his,
not mine.) Turns out she is 8 months along. Linda reported the mattress to be very comfortable, and wished that
she had one at home.

In the past, when Select Comfort air-adjustable mattresses have been presented in 1-hour shows, QVC has
earned impressive numbers…more than $20,000 per minute.

To see video of a successful Select Comfort show on QVC, click the link at right.
Yet, as the TSV shown above, this unusual type of mattress performed so poorly that quantity-sold was not
shown on screen or mentioned. (This goes back to what we said earlier about choosing items with narrow niche
appeal as Today’s Specials.)
Mattresses of a more conventional construction have performed well as TSVs. A Simmons Beautyrest TSV
pulled in sales of $2.8 million in one day for QVC. A Sealy Posturepedic set brought in $3.2 million.

To see video of the successful Sealy mattress TSV referenced above, click the link at right.

